Child car seat STARLIGHT Young Sport

... is flexible, comfortable and secure

5-point seat belt including quick lock

cushion to reduce the seat depth down to 25cm

stable lateral supports

a lot of innovative accessories
Child car seat **STARLIGHT Young Sport**

...flexible, comfortable and secure!

The STARLIGHT-Young-Sport child seat is a for the disability field modified car seat. It is qualified for being installed in most of the customary vehicles. The car seat is designed to be used in the backseat of a car and requires a 3-point safety belt.

Additional to the car’s seat belt, the STARLIGHT-Young-Sport comes with a 5-point seat belt who gently protect your child. This can be adjusted in height together with the backrest.

The back angle is fixed to 90°. However the seat has an angular adjustment to gradually change the seat's angle by 5°. With an optional upgrade, this flexibility can be increased up to 25°.

---

The STARLIGHT-Young-Sport was especially designed for very small children. That is why the standard package contains a special cushion to reduce seat width and an two-piece backrest cushion to lower the seats depth down to 25 cm. This can extended gradually in accordance with the child's growth up to 30 cm.

A new and distinctive feature in this class are the optional lateral supports who guarantee the child a stable sitting position and are flexibly adjustable.
A popular feature is the innovative swivel which simplifies the transfer of the child even though it is gaining weight. The pivot point was moved from the center to a rear and outer position. This enables the seat to move away from the car seats backrest during the rotation and simultaneously towards the doorway. During the development, great emphasis was placed on a compact design, so the total height increased just by 16 mm!

**STARLIGHT-Young-Sport red including basic package, swivel, abduction block and default angular adjustment**

rotated by 90° including extra angular adjustment

stable lateral supports:
adjustable in height, width and depth

**STARLIGHT-Young-Sport grey including basic package, swivel, additional angular adjustment and security tray**
The STARLIGHT-Young-Sport is a child seat especially modified for children on rehabilitation and contains a lot optional accessories to meet your child's personal needs. We offer:

- Extra angular adjustment
- Swivel
- ISOFIX connector
- Impact pads ans security tray
- Abduction block
- Foot rest
- Security pad for the buckle

It is important to mention that all these options are not mutually exclusive. Many modern vehicles are equipped with ISOFIX to ensure an stable installation of the seat. An important development is the 5-point seat belt. As it can be tighten with only one move, it simplifies the daily life enormously.

We value your feedback and suggestion as we continuously develope the STARLIGHT-Young-Sport!